
Automation Ver 24.0.1.32 Changes and Improvements

Version 24.0.1

SOD-2303 All options are not visible when running textsize higher than 100%
SOD-2302 When you import a ver22 file, you will only be asked to map unknown database data fields
SOD-2297 Information dialog. Size did not adapt to text.
SOD-2296 Message dialog, text was cut off
SOD-2295 Datafields on symbol does not always show in symboleditor
SOD-2294 Issues with subdrawings and portal/user status on symbols
SOD-2292 Project could not be loaded
SOD-2290 Automatic page numbering did work in some cases
SOD-2289 It is not possible to insert objects in the Pickmenus
SOD-2288 Pagenumbers when using the Project Generator might be wrong
SOD-2282 Mounting Assistant: Selecting an unused RDS-code for filtering creates crash
SOD-2279 It is not possible to Search (ctrl+F) for Wirenumbers that contain a /
SOD-2276 Settings/Text defaults/"Transfer all text settings to the project": Text format for reference frames were set to something 
incorrect in some cases
SOD-2272 Crash in rare cases in rename dialog/reference designations
SOD-2261 Possibility for full resolution in "Insert picture"
SOD-2243 Renaming of IO-adresses should not be possible if statustypes are different
SOD-2236 Fixed crash in component accessories grid
SOD-2226 Wire numbers were not automatically numbered when a custom RDS format was used
SOD-2184 PLC-IN4 symbol, missing IO statustype
SOD-2167 Lines placed in correct layers in dwg export
SOD-2095 Component list: "List only one of each name" does´nt work if you sort on Symbol data fields.
AUTO-8006 TYPE text on a symbol is now set, when a symbol is placed in a project from outside the project, for instance from a 
sub-drawing
AUTO-8005 Panelrouter output can make wrong interpretations of mounting direction of wires
AUTO-8004 [Improvement] Connection details in database are now the same as in the program
AUTO-8002 [Improvement] Panelbuilder: Warning in projects with more than one panel
AUTO-8001 [Improvement] Panelbuilder: Indication if Rated Current is above limits
AUTO-7999 Current/page numbering of symbols were incorrect. in some cases, due to incorrect page numbering
AUTO-7998 [Improvement] Panelrouter: New export option - to Phoenix Contacts Wirepicker
AUTO-7997 Project could not be loaded
AUTO-7802 Dialogs associated with the Project Generator do not remember screen and position
AUTO-7140 [Improvement] Exclusion of concatenation sign (<) was not displayed in some cases


